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“MALAMEGI LAB 8 ART CONTEST” aims to be a selection of high-quality artworks with a contemporary visual impact.
The competition’s aim is to promote the enrolled artists, giving them chance to join the international market of
contemporary art.

List of the 12 winning artists.
- Natan Pernick

(Israel)
Egg Tray
oil on canvas, 55x55 cm, 2016
In recent works I researched the contemporary material culture .
I describe ready made objects in different use and wear conditions, and
examine their process of change and its dialog with the environment. I am
occupied with themes such as defects, damage and even destruction. In
contrast, the objects are presented with an attitude of balance and perfection.
I notice the imperfection as an advantage, an opportunity for a reborn
process, perhaps metaphoric for human aspects . In these works I might
subvert the order which most of us follow and am interested in offering a
new one. The size of the painted objects is larger than reality, however the
paintings are not too enlarged such that intimacy between the painting and
the viewer is not be affected.
The original Egg Tray is a neatly patterned and repetitive container.
It reminds me that collecting eggs as a child was a weary task.
In this work I made an attempt to prolong the object’s vitality, expressed by
its light deformations, its gain its uniqueness. It might attract association
to a ground surface, as the shape is dynamic and appears to be continuously
changing. The Egg Tray in its new shape is breaking the mold, and its
intensity might symbol an opportunity. It is similar to an earthquake that in
spite of its damage, will lead to a reconstruction.
Basically I want the visual experiences of my art to communicate both
emotionally and intellectually. A painting should rediscover what we already
know, and reunite this knowledge with forgotten aspects of its meaning.

- Evaldas Bubinas

(Lithuania)
BROKEN HEART
acrylic on canvas - 100x70cm - 2017
The broken heart metaphors human mind and emotion relationship
with environment, temporary nature, oblivion and parallel disappearance.
Symbols builds exploration of human identity and questions
modern reality.
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- Moreno Monti & Matteo Tranchellini

(Italy)

Combattente Inglese moderno nano
Lambda print on semi-glossy photo paper mounted on aluminum 39x39 cm
“The country is that strange place where hens strut around in the
raw”, noted ironically Charles Baudelaire. But if the author of “The
flowers of evil” had had the happy occasion to admire the splendor of
the photographed hens showcased in this exhibition, he would have
certainly celebrated the unexpected beauty of nature.
“CHICken” pays homage to beauty, that hidden, frequently ignored
and yet enthusiastic and surprising elegance behind the plumage
of a simple hen, chick or rooster and that only the capable eye of
Moreno Monti and Matteo Tranchellini could masterfully stage as a
catwalk of a high-fashion show. Flaunting their colorful plumage,
the world’s rarest and most prized fowls move like unexpected and
unpredictable models ready for a true catwalk, capable of generating
emotions, surprise and fun. Well, it’s no wonder, for these ohsohuman birds in their brightly colored plumed outfits are the most
authentic evidence of the beauty of the universe. Viewers will admire
the texture of the feathers, the colors in the tiniest detail, and be
regaled with the surreal and ironic combination with the voices of key
figures of the fashion industry and culture digressing on the essence
of elegance and beauty. Inspiring images that poke fun while teaching.
Without ever forgetting Aristotle’s words: “Personal beauty is a
greater recommendation than any letter of reference.”

- Ulla Karttunen

(Finland)
Donna Criminale
ephemeral sculpture, toilet paper - 2016
Donna Criminale (2016) is an ephemeral sculpture made from a material
regarded as the most banal and worthless, toilet paper.
This hanged goddess is a patron saint of those who are thought to be low or marginal, the wrong kind
of people. The work deals with social inequality and censorship in contemporary market-based society.
The sociologist Zygmunt Bauman has noted that in contemporary consumer society, we have begun
to see the poor, those who cannot participate enough in consuming, as criminals. – At least, the ’low’
workers in white gowns, from nurses to cleaning women, are often treated degradingly, as
cheaper than toilet paper.
The title comes from the criminologist Cesare Lombroso, who saw that some people can be born as
criminals. This thought of certain inferior groups of humans could be later found in the Third Reich:
those interpreted as being lower were gathered to be eliminated. A similar belief that certain people are
higher and better, can be alive also in contemporary democratic society.
The work is also based on a real story from Finland: in an art censorship
case, a leader tried to ban critical art, telling that an artist must be a swindler,
because dressed in white. Only criminals wear white.
The ambiguous figure – at the same time minimalistic and baroque, poor
and glamorous – has opened various interpretations. It has been shown in
different kinds of places from an industrial art center to a white-wall gallery,
from a Portuguese church to a princess’s throne in the National Museum of
Algeria. For spectators, it is not obligatory to know theoretical framework,
they can just enjoy the sublimity revealed amidst the commonplace.

- Matthaeus Kostner

(Italy)
20130706_Arles_mkp_083
lightbox 200x150x12cm, pigment print on acrylic glass, Led lights
In earlier times, travellers kept note of their experiences in diaries.
This task became replaced by photography, at first involving
great effort, and through technological advances becoming ever
more comfortable.
This has led to vast amounts of photographs, endless evenings of
the old slideshows, or their modern equivalent on the computer screen.
In my photographs I work together all the photos from a single
holiday or day trip to form a single picture.
At first glance, you can see colours and structures, looking longer
you will discover more and more detail, a kind of journey into the
image begins.
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- Udo Rutschmann

(Germany)
Oscilator
Technique: Soldering - 2015/16
“Oscillator “
The “Oscillator”is comprised of spring steel rods less than half a millimeter
in diameter.
The shape is suspended from a metal frame.
The frame itself forms a seemingly stereo metrical superstructure,
but at a closer glance it is contorted and unsymmetrical in shape.
The “oscillator” is held together by brittle soldering spots which seem
almost ponderous compared to the quiet appearance of the spring
steel rods. The soldering spots clearly mark intersections and create
spatial depth.
In dim light the “Oscillator” is nearly invisible, but if illuminated
a complex interplay with its environment comes into being.
Various static forces are at work forming a system of diffuse physical
interdependencies.
Through the intrinsic qualities of the material and the mode of its
construction, a structural system is used to embody an omnipresent
human condition – Fragility and interdependency - .

- Pascal Broze

(Belgium)
Epiphany # 1
Extract from the series “Stabat Mater” - 100 x 80 cm Ed. 3/5
Digigraphie® on paper Hahnemühle - 2016
“STABAT MATER”
These images in the colors “dark velvet”, evoke us all kinds of
perceptions including the pleasure, the flesh, the sensuality as
well as the grace, the sacred, the religion ...
The scenes, worked in the dark, surrounded by blur, are inspired by
the history of our culture and by the actuality. Pascal Broze renews
the paintings of old masters: the resurgence of Jerome Bosch,
Leonardo da Vinci, Dürer and other creators in spiritual quest for
the Renaissance.
Thus the images suspended between photo and painting, movement
and feeling, theater and dance, reality and fiction, give us the
impression of brushing a mystery.
Black would be nothing without the light.

- Tina Sgrò

(Italy)
LUCE
acrylic on canvas - 85x115 cm - 2015
“Le stanze dipinte sono gonfie di simboli e giochi geometrici galleggianti
entro le forme abbandonate, come ricordi, in una sospensione
spaziotemporale, il dilagare di uno spaziotempo menomonico e
soggettivo, tutto interiore e immateriale a mano che la pennellata, la
stesura cromatica si fa vieppiù presente e materiale. Animando così
un paradosso che, come un fremito erotico, scuote ogni fibra, ogni
segno di questa pittura, occupandone gli ammalianti “interni”, stanza
dopo stanza.
La memoria e il sogno, il freddo registro d’ogni cosa che ne
scandisce un inventario cartesiano e l’animazione emozionale,
turbata e sentimentale, d’ogni spazio che all’improvviso pare
prendere fiato, sembra sospirare confessando ardori e sogni
indicibili che si celano come tignole entro le poltrone, che si
nascondono come tarme nelle tende, che fluttuano nell’aria
assieme a sbuffi di polvere e il fantasma incorporeo del desiderio.”
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- Astrid Edlinger

(Austria)
06071943 | numbers
3 panels, 80/79 cm x 80 cm x 6 cm each - pencil on paper mounted on
wooden panel, photograph - 2013 | 2017
The work consists of three panels. Starting from the left, the first
panel holds a small black and white photograph depicting German/
Austrian Panzergrenadier soldiers in WWII. The middle panel shows
an extreme close-up of nose and mouth of one soldier broken down
into 127 shades of grey (out of the 255 used in digital image processing).
The numerical grey value (in inverse order) is written by hand
on the paper coated panel using different quality pencils. The third
panel contains the same information as the second, this time listing
the coordinates of all the fields containing a certain grey value next
to its respective value number.
Walter Benjamins seminal essay on »The Work of Art in the Age of
Mechanical Reproduction« lay on my bedside table once again when
I was scanning, editing and archiving dozens of old black and
white family photographs. Just like Benjamin was fascinated with the
quality of the photographs of the 1880ies, I was fascinated with the
quality of the photographs of the 1940ies (that Benjamin thought to
be crap). It set me off musing about memory and images and their
interrelation, about the reproduction – manual, mechanical and
digital – of images and about that strange and wondrous thing
Benjamin calls »aura« – or the assumed loss of it… and well, the
result of my musings is this work.

- Alfredo Dante Vallesi

(Italy)
Indivisibile / Indivisible
Digital Photography | Italy - Marche - 2016
Alfredo DanteVallesi’s Indivisibili depicts silent, barren, desolate,
defenseless landscapes. Yet, life is there somewhere: humanity
hides among the leaves, in the ground and it is discernible from the
colors, from the light and the tension expressed by the shot.
Art helps us to understand things, to see things that cannot be seen,
to look beyond what’s before our eyes, to find messages and
meanings where we wouldn’t expect: Vallesi’s art lies exactly in his
commitment to look for a perfect balance in the imperfection of
image, of reality, of life, in his attempt to make indivisible emotions
randomly perceived in very particular situations.

- Davies Zambotti

(Italy)
Alla Salute!
Video, Full HD, Stereo, 5min 58 sec. © 2015
The images speak during the silence of the words that have been
never spoken.
The matter of reality.
What happens everyday, in front of our closed eyes.
Deafening our ears, reducing our level of consciousness to a single
violent and incomprehensible track.
Amongst all this smallness which creates a void in itself we have
nothing else to do than to raise our glasses (empty by now) and to
make a toast.
Cheers!
ALLA SALUTE!
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- Lucia Simone

(Italy)
Uniformi
oil on canvas - 100 X 100 cm - 2015
“Lucia Simone’s art fixes the moment of psychic emergency:
the instant when things, faces, emotions are about to fade or
already gone, hence what we have to attend as human beings
inhabiting time is nothing more than left-overs, the allarmed cry
of those things that must persist, defyning us, trying to find their
place in the bitter shades or the subconscious.”
Viola Di Grado
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